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Summary

In  the  following  document  it  is  detailed  the  Bachelor  Project  of  Jordi  Magriña  Cortes, 

exchange  student  in  the  University  of  Southern  Denmark  from  the  Universitat  Politècnica  de 

Cataluña, Barcelona.

First you will find an explanation of this project and why, instead of any other field in the 

computer software, I chose to create a web application and deep into web technologies. Also which 

is the reason for creating an application to provide a way to show his motivations and interests and 

facilitating users to create a different way to introduce themselves.

It is also explained the technologies used in the development of the web application, as well 

as the requirements that has been taken in mind when choosing them as well as the details of the 

system design such as the conceptual model and physical implementation.

You also will find a comparison with other similar or related projects that are already on 

Internet and what is the differentiation (value proposition) of my project compared with them, as 

well as my personal conclusion of the project, the limitations that the web application have and how 

I think that in the future can be improved.

I would like to thank my supervisor, Nasrullah Memon, for giving support to the idea that I 

presented and his interest in it.
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1. Introduction

In the first chapter of this document it is detailed the reasons and goals of this project.

1.1. Reason

When a student finishes his studies in the university, it is time to begin another big challenge 

in his life: to find a job. It is not an easy task, nowadays we all have to compete for  a single 

position with other applicants  from all over the world. 

Normally, when someone apply for a job, he  send his resume with a letter of motivation and 

that is all the information that the recruiter has in his hands to choose the candidates. Sometimes the 

recruiter can check Social Networks such as LinkedIn, but basically the information found there is 

almost the same as in the resume. 

Because of the big amount of information of applicants that the recruiters have to handle, a 

lot  of them are very pleased to see some of the work that the applicant did in the past, in the  

university or just  personal ideas that became into projects, to make more easy the sift between 

applicants. Giving a portfolio, in just a few minutes by taking a look on it, the recruiter can get a 

more deep idea about the skills of the applicant and some aspects of the personality that can be 

decisive in a process selection, such as:

• Has an entrepreneur spirit?

• It is a methodical person or the result looks chaotic?

• Did he worked on group projects (group working skills)?

• Has the required personality qualities? 

• Has directing skills?

• In which fields shows more interests?

This is the kind of questions that can be answered by taking a look into an applicant portfolio. In 

this  project  these  aspects  will  be  provided  through  a  web  application  to  let  users  create  their 

portfolio.
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1.2. Motivation

Probably all the students when they are about to finish their degree, they worry about which 

kind of jobs they can get and if they are really prepared to jump into the professional world. At 

least, for me it is like this.

Sometimes I search for job offers just to know which are the expected requirements and 

skills more common and the offered position. 

In one occasion I  read something that surprised me.  A company that  was not  expecting 

applicants to send a resume to know if they studied in a good university or if they were students 

with good grades. They wanted to know if the applicant is a motivated person in his work, if he has 

interests and initiative in solving problems and passionate with creative ideas. They wanted to know 

it through a portfolio. 

Someone  might  think  that  portfolios  are  oriented  for  art  professionals  like  painters, 

photographers, web designers, graphic designers, etcetera. But in the field of computer software the 

code that a engineer write it is also a good way to know how he worked as well as the technologies  

and skills has put into practice.

I searched on Internet about this topic to find out if it was just a separate case or a general 

idea and I found a post in a Blog[1] with an interesting comment:

“When I've interviewed developers, they rarely bring any samples of their work to show.  

This puzzles me. Anyone can put together boilerplate resume text, full of assertive verbs and  

fancy keywords.”

…

[1]http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/2004/10/a-programmers-portfolio.html
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“You don't have to be working on a web application or website to have something worthy of  

putting in a portfolio. As a fellow developer, I can appreciate the beauty of a well-designed  

console application, or a clever applet with hardly any interface at all. If you've written  

code you're particularly proud of, show me that.”

Ending with the following sentence

“The portfolio is important, but what's more important is that you are excited about what  

you worked on.”

All these words gave me the motivation of creating my own portfolio, and I thought that the 

best way of showing that I am excited with my work is create my personal website.

After some time thinking and preparing the idea in my minds, I thought that I can turn this  

little  personal  portfolio  that  I  had in  mind in  a  web application  to  let  others  create  their  own 

portfolio. In order to enabling me the opportunity of creating a more dynamical site, with very 

different requirements. 

This is a good reason for putting hands on in a real web application, and that is the reason 

why I proposed this idea for my bachelor project. 
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1.3. Writing the idea 

The idea of this project is to create an information system to allow users to create a public 

portfolio to be accessed by others via Internet. 

A  career portfolio is  a  document used  to  plan  and organize  the  education,  show work 

samples and the skills used. A portfolio can be useful to apply for jobs, colleges, to track personal 

development, and many others. It depends on the personal situation. Any work that one can be 

proud of it can be exposed in a portfolio.

In the  context  of  this  project,  users  should be able  to  put  in  the  portfolio  the common 

information about themselves such as personal information (as in many other social networks) but 

also some information about the work,  the specialties,  and a description of his  educational and 

professional background. 

More importantly, user should be able to introduce the projects he worked on: personal ideas 

carried out into projects, project assignments from college which may be interesting, collaborations 

in existing projects, etcetera. 

Here is where the user will be able to show which part of the project he was responsible,  

which skills and technologies were used to achieve the objectives, if it was a personal or group 

project, and show samples of the code (code snippets), an important part of the portfolio because it 

is where user will show real work. 

Other important part of the system, the one that gives the “social” part to the application, 

must be the possibility of knowing with which other users of the network a single user had worked 

together in the same project and which responsibility inside the project had each member.

To differentiate from other web sites, the idea is focused in a reduced group of users, mainly 

software engineers but also to other professionals that programming is also a part of their job.
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1.4. Value proposition

Nowadays there are various social networking websites and a more will come. It is difficult 

to  introduce  a  new product  into  the  field  because  there  are  very  big  companies  with  a  large 

community of users. New products have to introduce something relevant to users to attract their 

interest.

This  project  wants  to  differentiate  from other  social  networking websites  focusing  in  a 

reduced group of users, in particular the software engineers (or professionals that programming is a 

part of their job), to give them a way to show their work through the specific vision of a portfolio. 

This means that the user, in place of telling in which university has been studied or in which 

companies have worked (if any), that is the common information that can be found in many other 

social networking websites, can complement this information (that of course is necessary) with a 

portfolio by saying which skills he had and in which fields he is specially good, specifying where 

(in which projects) he has used his abilities and capacities to solve real problems, and which was the 

motivation for doing it.

It is also important, he can show real samples of the work that go along with the information 

provided, because, as said before in the previous pages of this document, a portfolio can give more 

information about the applicant such as if it  is a person with interests, proactive with personal 

initiative, eager to learn, and many other aspects of himself that are more difficult to be appreciated 

without a portfolio. So if you are this kind of persons, you might be interested in having it.

Illustration 1 shows the design of the web site logotype.
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1.5. Objectives

The main objective of the project is the creation of an  information system that gives a 

solution to the previously explained requirements. 

The general objectives for the creation of this application are:

• A information system available to be accessed via web browser and available to:

◦ Access to users profile information (personal and professional)

◦ Access to projects and the associated information

◦ Support the social functionality of creating and joining existing projects and associate 

information about the role of each of the team members

More specifically, the user should be able to:

• Create a private user account to add and update his personal and professional information

◦ Name of the user, email, date of birth, country and city

◦ Password for accessing into the account

◦ Personal website, LinkedIn and Twitter accounts (if any)

◦ Professional headline, specialties and summary of the resume

• Create projects with the possibility of adding and updating the information

◦ Name of the project, category, motivation, period and description

◦ Website of the project (if any)

• Join projects by indicating the role and related information

◦ Responsibilities inside the project, description and skills required for the development of 

the task

◦ People in charge and dedicated hours

◦ Add code snippets of the work
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1.6. Benefits

For the applicant the principal benefit is to be able to show a more realistic view of his value 

to other people. If the applicant is a proactive person with interests, motivation and eager to learn, 

this will be a good way to show all his qualities that otherwise probably have gone unnoticed, and 

put himself in a better position in front of the other applicants. 

On the other hand, the benefits for the recruiters are that they will be able to see real work 

from the applicant, acquiring the capability of delve into specific aspects of the personality of the 

applicant that could be interesting in a process of selection, and also interests and experience in 

programming languages, technologies and tools that could be a plus to the position.
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2. State of the Art

The  state  of  the  art  refers  to  the  level  of  knowledge  and  development  reached  at  any 

particular time as a result of the latest methodologies employed. In other words, the state of the art 

is  defined as  the incorporation of  new ideas  and the most  up to  date  knowledge.  This  chapter 

introduces those applications that we could define as “state of the art”.

 

  Linked In

LinkedIn.com  is  the  main  social  network  for 

professional  networking.  With  more  than  135 

million users over more than 200 countries. It 

can be used to find jobs, people, and business 

opportunities.  Users  can  follow  different 

companies and get notifications about the news 

and job offers available. They can recommend 

and be recommended by other connections of 

the network.

Viadeo

Viadeo.com  is  a  professional  social  network 

with over 35 million members. With more than 

200 employees, Viadeo lets members maintain a 

list of business partners, allowing them to stay 

in touch, use or help each other to find a job, or 

create business opportunities.
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Illustration 3: Viadeo web site screenshot



Xing

Xing is a european social network for enabling 

small-world networks with more than 11 million 

users. XING, with more than 300 employees, is 

a platform where professionals from all kinds of 

different  industries  can  meet  up,  find  jobs, 

colleagues,  new  assignments,  cooperation 

partners, experts and generate business ideas.

VisualCV

VisualCV.com,  even  that  does  not  fit  in  the 

definition  of  social  network,  have  some 

interesting related similitudes with this project. 

VisualCV  allows  users  to  create  an  online 

resume,  build  and  manage  an  online  career 

portfolio  and  share  professional  qualifications 

with  employers,  customers,  partners  and 

colleagues.

In the chapter 7 of this document there is a comparison of the mentioned web sites in front 

of this project.
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Illustration 5: VisualCV web site screenshot



3. Functional Requirements

This  is  the  definition  of  the  functionalities  that  will  be  implemented  in  the  projected 

application to achieve the desired objectives described in the 1.5. Objectives part of this document.

3.1. User related functionalities

Here it is found the detailed functionalities of the user.

3.1.1. Registration

Anonymous users should be able to register into the system to join the community and be 

able to create the portfolio. The minimum information to should would be:

• Email

• Password

• First name

• Last name

The email and  password fields will be used to identify unequivocally a single user given 

that the email is, by definition, unique in Internet (avoiding problems of user name collisions inside 

the application). The system should assign a number that identifies himself (an id) to facilitate the 

user session management. The password should be encrypted with the MD5 hash function before 

being stored in the database for security reasons. 

The system will also store the date and time of the user creation and the last login time of the 

user into the application for statistics purposes.

3.1.2.Log in 

A registered user should log in into the web application by writing the email and password 

in the form. If the user checks the “Remember me” check box, a cookie will be created in the 

browser of the user to remember the credentials of the user for the next 30 days. Once a user is  

correctly logged in, the last login time information will be updated and he will be redirected to the 

main screen.
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3.1.3. Adding and updating information 

Once a user is registered the web application should ask the user to fulfill more information 

about  himself  (two step  process  registration)  and also  the  possibility  of  changing some of  the 

already provided personal information:

• First name

• Last name

• Country

• City

• Date of birth

Also the user should be able to add some of the professional information and his presence in 

other social networks:

• Headline (The professional headline)

• Specialties (General skills)

• Summary (An introduction about the studies, professional experience and goals achieved)

• LinkedIn account

• Twitter account

• Personal website

This  information  will  be  used  with  the  purpose  of  providing  more  information  to  the 

portfolio.
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3.2. Project related functionalities

Here it is found the detailed functionalities of the project.

3.2.1 Creation and update

Any registered user should be able create a new project in the application by providing the 

following required information:

• Name

• Category

• Motivation

This  will  be  the  minimum  information  needed  to  create  a  new  project.  For  technical 

purposes related to the implementation, the application will assign an identification (id)  to the new 

project that will simplify the storage of the information. It will be also stored the identification of 

the user who create the project and the time and date of the creation.

The user, optionally, can also provide the following information to expand the information:

• Start year

• End year

• Description

• Website URL

The creator of the project should be able to update the information previously provided.

3.3. Member related functionalities

Here it is found the detailed functionalities of the members of a project.

3.3.1. Creation and update

Logged in users should be able to join existing projects by giving the information relative to 

his functionalities in the selected project. The only required information to provide should be:

• Responsibility (which was his responsibility in the project)
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But, if desired, the user will be able to provide also the information about:

• Description (which tasks he was responsible)

• Skills required (required for the development of the task)

• Number of people in charge (if any)

• Number of hours dedicated to the project

• Still working on the project check box

The user  will  be  registered  as  a  collaborator  of  the  project.  The system will  assign  an 

identification (id) to the member and also store the project id to provide the project context. The 

user can subsequently update the information.

3.3.2. Add a code snippet

A member of a project should be able show a sample of his work by providing a sample of 

the code, called “code snippet”. He has to indicate:

• Code language

• Code

This information will be saved in the database by assigning a unique id to the code snippet  

and with the id of the member (not the user) to identify which of the code snippets belongs to the 

referred member. The code will be stored in two ways: the first one in plain text, and the second one 

after being parsed by an HTML parser for a well looking and understanding view of the code. 
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4. Non-functional requirements

The non-functional requirements defines how a system is supposed to be. In other words, 

they can be expressed as the qualities of a system must fulfill.

For the realization of this project has been taken into account a number of factors as if the 

project was truly a business platform to be launched at the completion of the project.

4.1. Accessibility

It refers to the ability to access and use the web application for all people regardless of the 

technical disabilities that may have the user.

Specifically, It will have special care to follow web standards and technologies based on 

standards. This means that the application must be functionally by the majors web browsers such as 

Internet Explorer 8.0 or higher, Firefox 3.0 or higher, Chrome 2.0 or higher and Opera 9 or higher. 

Note that support for previous versions of this browsers is not required because they may not 

follow the standards and therefore is almost impossible to provide the same user experience to the 

visitors.

4.2. Reliability and efficiency

It is related with the on line availability of the web application to the users. The use of a 

framework will help in the process of the maintenance of the application through the use of the 

MVC pattern, so the availability will be less affected.

The terms are also related with the architecture design chosen for the server that will serve 

the application to users. The most common scenarios are:

• Single server: Less performance and scalability and more fragile to availability but low cost 

and complexity.
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• Single server + Database server: Better performance and more scalable. Availability is not 

improved and increases cost and complexity.

• Replicated  web  server  +  Database  server:  Improved  performance  (load  balance), 

scalability and availability but increases notably the cost and complexity.

4.3. Usability

Synonym  of  the  well-known  “user  friendly”  term.  Is  the  aspect  related  with  the  user 

interface that refers how fast the users learn and do the actions in the web application. To improve  

this aspect it has been taken into account the use of technologies to allow less reloads (for example, 

pagination does not require to reload the web page) of the page and use a clear website layout with 

a white and blue based theme.

4.4. Maintainability and security

The two concepts are covered by the use of a framework. 

A framework that support the MVC pattern implementations allow to developers a clean 

separation of the layers of the application, allowing a more easy maintainability. Also, the code 

reuse makes the maintainability more simple.

In  the  security  requirements,  most  of  the  frameworks  are  equipped  with  many security 

measures  to  help  prevent  the  most  common attacks  such as  SQL injection,  cross-site  scripting 

(XSS), cross-site request forgery (CSRF), and cookie tampering. In  addition,  we  will  store 

passwords using the MD5 hash function or encryption.

4.5. Scalability

Scalability  is  the  property  of  a  system that  indicates  its  ability  to  extend  the  scope  of 

operations  without  losing quality,  which means that  the system works  with tolerable efficiency 

regardless of the number of users that are using the application. In a web application this property is 

important because we can not know, a priori, how many people are using our service. It is mainly 

determined by the server scenario chosen.
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5. System Design

The design phase is one of the most important in the process of the software engineering. 

Consists in choosing the technologies that fits better in the project requirements and to choose good 

solutions in the implementation of the code. 

5.1. Architectural pattern

There was no doubts about which architectural pattern use for this project. The Model-view-

controller (MVC) is a proved solution for web applications. The pattern isolates the logic of the 

application  from the  user  interface,  allowing  in  this  way  independent  developing,  testing  and 

maintenance of each layer. 

Here is an explanation of each layer in the MVC pattern:

• The  Model manages  the  behavior  and data  of  the  application,  responds to  requests  for 

information about its state and responds to instructions to change state. 

• The View renders the model into a user interface for a suitable interaction with the data.

• The Controller receives the user input and initiates a response by making calls on the model 

objects to perform actions based on the input. 

A graphical description of the MVC pattern can be found in Illustration 6.
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An example of the typical interaction between the layers is like follows:

 

1. The browser sends the request to the server that hosts the MVC application.

2. A controller is invoked to handle the request.

3. The controller interacts with the model, possibly resulting in a change of the model's state.

4. The controller invokes the view.

5. The view renders the data (often as HTML) and returns it to the browser for display.

5.2. Selection of technologies

In this chapter it is explained the criteria for the chosen technologies.

5.2.1. Language for logic implementation

There are a lot of alternatives when you are about to choose a language to implement the 

logic of a web application. The most extended languages in this kind of applications are Java, Ruby, 

PHP and ASP. All of them are object oriented languages allowing a good implementation of the 

MVC architecture pattern.

In this concrete project, because of my previous work in managing an application written in 

PHP, and because is the most used language in web applications, I had clear that I will like to use 

PHP as the main language for the logic implementation.

PHP (PHP:  Hypertext  Preprocessor)  is  a  scripting  language  for  the  server-side  of  the 

application  to  develop  dynamic  web  pages.  The  code  can  be  embedded  into  a  HTML source 

document and it is processed by a web server with a PHP processor module which generates the 

resulting web page. That means that not all servers can run PHP code, they need the mentioned 

module to process the code.

Illustration 7 shows the famous logotype of the php language.
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5.2.2. Framework election

The use of a framework aims to alleviate the work to the developer by making more easy 

common activities in the web development, such as the access to a database, session management 

for users, or managing templates.

The developer can save time by not having to code all the functionalities: the common ones 

are  already written,  so  it  is  promoting  the  code reuse.  Frameworks  also  provide  some built-in 

functionalities and it is enforcing the good coding standards by the use of the MVC pattern. Also, 

and more important, the use of the framework will help to satisfy the non-functional requirements 

described in this document (accessibility, reliability, usability, security...)

There are a lot of frameworks in PHP that helps the developers to create web applications in 

rapid time, but each framework implementation is different and the developer needs to spend some 

time (the quantity of time depends on the framework) to learn how in particular works.

Before start the implementation of the web application I was doing a research about which 

framework can fit better to the project requirements, with support for the Model-View-Controller 

pattern and with a good Object Relational Mapping (a technology that converts data of the system 

to relational data for being stored in a relational database). 

The candidates for the framework election were:
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• Zend Framework: Is probably the most common and famous PHP framework because it 

was co-founded by two of the PHP core contributors. Requires a PHP 5 version and supports 

the MVC pattern.  One of  the biggest  advantage of this  framework is  the extensive and 

detailed documentation and with a clear road map for the future. No scaffolding support. 

• CakePHP: This is a famous framework because use many of the Ruby on Rails concepts 

that made this language a good option for the web application development. Allows the 

creation of web applications with the MVC pattern and requires a PHP 5 version.  With 

scaffolding  support.  The  framework  has  an  extensive  community  of  users  and  a  good 

documentation, but a little bit poor in extension.

• Symphony: Is a framework that follows the MVC paradigm. Requires PHP 5 and it's easily 

extensible with external plug-ins. With scaffolding and a big community and documentation 

behind the project. 

• Yii: Is one of the most recent frameworks that with the time are being more famous among 

the community of developers, even that it is still not really well known. Requires a PHP 5 

version  and  follows  the  MVC pattern  paradigm to  create  extensible  applications.  With 

scaffolding support and focused to be fast, secure and professional. With automatic form 

input and validation. Good and varied documentation. The community is growing with time.

There was not a lot of differences between the analyzed frameworks. From outside, they all 

seem fit good to the project requirements and they have similar characteristics. 

Finally, I decided to choose the Yii framework for my project. One of the mosts important 

reasons for this decision was the community of users behind: not as large as, for example, the Zend 

Framework, but a community of people excited about the promotion of their favorite framework. 

[1] Agile web application development with Yii 1.1 and PHP 5
[2] Yii 1.1 application development cookbook
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In addition, I found some on line resources with tutorials and community forums and two published 

books[1][2] that they turned a key in the development of this project. One of them about the creation 

of  an  application  from zero,  and the other  one with some “recipes” to  improve and add more 

functionalities to the web application.

Illustration 8 shows the logotype of the chosen framework.

5.2.3. Database election

In a web application the database is very important, and even more if it's a social network, 

because it means that the database will have to receive, process and give response to, probably, a lot 

of accesses, and usually becomes the bottleneck of the web applications. 

Fortunately, there is a free and open-source relational database that is a proved solution for 

scalable web applications.  MySQL is a relational database that supports the needed requirements 

for this project and with the phpMyAdmin tool for handling the administration of the database in a 

easy way, it becomes to a very easy and reliable solution for web applications.

MySQL it  is  a  wide-used  database  in  all  kind  of  web  applications  such  as  Wikipedia, 

Facebook, Twitter, as many others. Lately, the NoSQL databases are improving their presence in 

such web applications due to their better management of very large amounts of data, but for my 

project, I found MySQL enough scalable for a freshly baked application and a good choice also for 

the simplicity and the use of SQL to interact with the database.

Illustration 9 shows the logotype of the MySQL database.
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5.2.4. MySQL engine election

There are two popular engines for MySQL: MyISAM and InnoDB. InnoDB is more recent 

and it was designed for maximum performance when processing large amount of data and supports 

some features such as transactions and foreign keys. With InnoDB you get transactions, speed and 

Integrity.  So,  with  the  idea  of  scalability  in  mind,  I  thought  that  InnoDB was  the  appropriate 

election.
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5.3. Data Models

The data models describes the elements involved in the implementation of the application 

and how they are related. Next we will see the conceptual model in the UML modeling language 

and the physical implementation of the structure of the database. 

5.3.1. Conceptual Model
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5.3.2. Physical Implementation of the Database

The physical implementation is the conversion of the data model into a real solution. As the 

used database is MySQL, the statements are written in SQL language. 

Physical Implementation: The user concept

CREATE TABLE tbl_user 
( 

id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
email VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL, 
password VARCHAR(256) NOT NULL, 
first_name VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL, 
last_name VARCHAR(128), 
headline VARCHAR(128), 
specialities TEXT, 
country VARCHAR(128), 
city VARCHAR(128), 
birthday DATE, 
summary TEXT, 
twitter_url VARCHAR(128), 
linkedin_url VARCHAR(128), 
website_url VARCHAR(128), 
create_time DATETIME, 
last_login_time DATETIME 

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_general_ci;
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Physical Implementation: The project concept

CREATE TABLE tbl_project 
( 

id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
name VARCHAR(256) NOT NULL, 
category INTEGER DEFAULT 0, 
begin_year YEAR, 
end_year YEAR, 
reason INTEGER NOT NULL, 
description TEXT, 
website_url VARCHAR(128), 
icon_url VARCHAR(128), 
create_time DATETIME, 
creator_id INTEGER NOT NULL, 
CONSTRAINT FK_project_creator FOREIGN KEY (creator_id) 

REFERENCES tbl_user (id) ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE 
RESTRICT 

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_general_ci;

Physical Implementation: The member concept

CREATE TABLE tbl_member 
( 

id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
user_id INTEGER NOT NULL, 
project_id INTEGER NOT NULL, 
position VARCHAR(256) NOT NULL, 
description TEXT, 
skills TEXT, 
people INTEGER, 
hours INTEGER, 
ongoing TINYINT(1) DEFAULT 0, 
CONSTRAINT FK_member_userid FOREIGN KEY (user_id) 

REFERENCES tbl_user (id) ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE 
RESTRICT, 

CONSTRAINT FK_member_project FOREIGN KEY (project_id) 
REFERENCES tbl_project (id) ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE 
RESTRICT 

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_general_ci;
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Physical Implementation: The code snippet concept

CREATE TABLE tbl_codesnipet 
( 

id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
member_id INTEGER NOT NULL, 
code text, 
html text, 
language varchar(20) NOT NULL, 
CONSTRAINT FK_member FOREIGN KEY (member_id) 

REFERENCES tbl_member (id) ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE 
RESTRICT 

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_general_ci;
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6. The project in images

Here there are introduced the main screens to help the description of the project.

6.1. Welcome screen

Illustration 10 shows the main page. It is found a graphical introduction about the benefits of 

joining the network and the simple steps needed. In the menu there are links for knowing better 

what is all this about (“What is PSN?”), to join the community (“Join PSN today!”) and a login 

button for already registered users.
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Illustration 10: Welcome screen



6.2. User creation screen

Illustration 11 is the view of the page for user to create an account into the application by 

introducing some required information such as full name and the email and password information 

for logging in. To not seem a difficult and long registration process, the registration is divided in 

two parts: one that asks to the user a very basic information (as shown here) and another part where 

the user have to introduce more information about himself  (see 6.3.  Adding and updating user  

information screen)
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Illustration 11: Creating an account



6.3 Adding and updating user information screen

After a new registration, the application ask to the user to fulfill more personal information 

about himself, such as the date of birth, country and city, and also professional information like the 

specialties fields, a headline and a summary of the resume. We can see this view in Illustration 12.
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Illustration 12: View for adding and updating user information



6.4. Project creation screen

A user can create new projects in the application by providing some required information 

like the name of the project, the category of the project (Software, hardware, network, ...) and the 

motivation (personal, professional, college assignment, …). Can also provide more information like 

the description and the period worked. Illustration 13 shows the creation of project screen.
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Illustration 13: Project creation form screen



6.5. Joining project and adding information screen

Illustration 14 shows how users can join existing projects by providing his responsibility in 

the project and some other information like a description of the work that he was carrying out, the 

skills required for the task, the time spent and if he had other people in charge. Also can indicate if  

is still working on the project by selecting a check box.
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Illustration 14: Form to join an existing project



6.6. Project view screen

Illustration 15 shows the project details view. It is found the information provided for a 

concrete project and the people that worked on the project with a concrete responsibility. There is a 

little introduction of each member of the team and by clicking into the name we can access to his  

Portfolio. Also we can get more information about the work carried out by the member by clicking 

into “More information about the responsibility” button.
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Illustration 15: View of the details of a project



6.7. Member of a project view

By clicking in the link to get more information about the responsibility of a concrete user we 

access to a view showing the detailed information provided by the user. That is, his responsibility in 

this concrete project, a link to the code snippets provided (if any) and the people who have worked 

in the same project. Illustration 16 shows how looks this view.
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Illustration 16: View of the work carried out by a user in a project



6.8. Adding a code snippet screen

A user  can  provide  samples  of  the  code  for  a  specific  work  in  a  concrete  project  by 

specifying the language of the code and the paste in the text field the code. The application will  

parse the code and generate a view for a good looking and understanding of the code. Illustration 17 

shows the form and Illustration 18 how the page renders the code.
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Illustration 18: View of the code snippet 

Illustration 17: Form to add a sample of the work



6.9. User portfolio screen

Finally, Illustration 19 is the view where it is shown the information about the user (personal 

and professional) and  projects he has worked. By clicking into the projects we get and extended 

explanation of the work carried out by the user as seen in the 6.7. Member of a project view of this 

document.
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Illustration 19: View of the user portfolio



7. Comparison

In  this  chapter  we will  go  through  a  comparison  between  the  four  related  applications 

available  on  Internet  of  business  networking sites.  LinkedIn.com,  Viadeo.com,  Xing.com and 

VisualCV.com are  four  applications  that  allows  users  to  create  an  on  line  curriculum  as  an 

introduction of the user personal information, education and experience. 

Table 1 analyzes the functionalities offered by the mentioned web sites that are related with 

this project objectives. There are analyzed the functionalities related to the concept of a portfolio, 

projects and collaborations.

[1] Only through a screen picture of the code
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Table 1: Comparison table

Project LinkedIn Viadeo Xing visualCV
Concept of Portfolio Yes Yes No No Yes
User information Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
  Personal Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
  Education No Yes Yes Yes Yes
  Professional Some Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Creation of Projects Yes Yes No No No
  Information about Yes Yes No No No
  People in the project Yes Yes No No No

Yes No No No No

  Skills required Yes No No No No
  People in charge Yes No No No No
  Dedicated hours Yes No No No No
  Code Snippets Yes No No No
  Work images No No No No Yes
  People who you worked with Yes Yes No No No

  Presence in other social 
networks

Information of collaborations 
in projects

Yes [1]



8. Limitations

We have to consider that in this field there are very big companies in it, such as LinkedIn, 

Facebook, Google, … with a lot of resources and people to bring and produce new ideas in order to 

take the most part of the cake that are the social applications. Specifically, LinkedIn, which is the 

most  similar  to  this  project  site  on  Internet,  was  founded  in  2003  and  today  has  over  3.000 

employees, with more than 135 million members in over 200 countries and available in fourteen 

languages[1]. 

In front of all this numbers this project has been focused in a very reduced group of users, to 

take a place among the big -but more general oriented- sites providing a concrete tool that will help 

the users with a professional orientation related to the software engineering.

There is a lot of work to do in social applications. In this kind of web applications,  the users 

themselves are the responsible to create the content and therefore generate interest to other users to 

join and find a real value in it. This means that as more functionalities the application has, more 

able will be to attract users. 

It  is remarkable to say that in this  project does not exist  the concept of “friendship” or 

“follower”  that  it  is  so  extended  in  other  social  networks.  In  this  project,  this  concept  was 

substituted for the relationship created between users when they share a project in common.

Some of the limitations are listed bellow:

• Users can not put screen shots of his work to complement the other infromation.

• No existence of the “like” or “recommend” concept, extended in social networks.

• Low interaction between users (less social).

[1] http://press.linkedin.com/about
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http://press.linkedin.com/about


9. Conclusions and future work

It was very interesting to participate in all the steps in the realization of a project: from the 

conception of the idea to the implementation of the code. This project has helped me to realize that 

one of the most interesting part of this process is thinking about the application should be.

Personally, it was really good to have the opportunity to work in this process because the 

project raised from a personal idea that I had in mind and I had the opportunity to carry it out. Of 

course, these are only the bases for something that can grow much more to be competitive in the 

difficult social network field. 

From the point of view of learning, this project helped me to work with the php language in 

a framework context. The learning curve of the framework was higher than I expected and before I 

get to work in this project, I was practicing with another application following the indications of the 

book  Agile web application development  with Yii  1.1 and PHP 5 to better  understand the new 

environment.

In my opinion, in the future this project can be improved in several ways, for example:

• Implementation of the “recommended” concept as a way that a user can have to recommend 

the work of another user in a concrete project context.

• Adding a functionality to let users leave comments in the application to create a more rich 

social environment.

• Implementation of a Role Based Access Control (RBAC) to assign a role to users in each 

project context for a better management of the permissions of the requests of the users to the 

application.

• Integration with  LinkedIn through the public API to let users log in into the application with 

the LinkedIn information.
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11. Annex II: Glossary 

• UML : Unified Modeling Language. Is a standardized general-purpose modeling language 

in the field of object-oriented software engineering.

• Information system : Any combination of information technology and people's activities 

that support operations, management, and decision making.

• Web Browser : A software application for retrieving, presenting, and traversing information 

resources on the World Wide Web.

• MVC :  A software  architecture,  currently  considered  an  architectural  pattern  used  in 

software engineering. The pattern isolates "domain logic" (the application logic for the user) 

from  the  user  interface  (input  and  presentation),  permitting  independent  development, 

testing and maintenance of each layer.

• HTML: HyperText Markup Language. Is the main markup language for web pages.

• Java :  Java  is  a  programming  language  with  general-purpose,  concurrent,  class-based, 

object-oriented  language  that  is  specifically  designed  to  have  as  few  implementation 

dependencies as possible.

• Ruby: A dynamic, reflective, general-purpose object-oriented programming language.

• ASP :  A  server-side  script  engine  for  dynamically-generated  Web  pages  created  by 

Microsoft

• Framework: Is a software designed to support the development of dynamic websites, web 

applications and web services.  The framework aims to alleviate  the overhead associated 

with common activities performed in Web development. For example, many frameworks 

provide libraries for database access, templating frameworks and session management.

• Object  Relational Mapping  :  is  a programming technique for converting data between 

incompatible type systems in object-oriented programming languages.

• Scaffolding :  Technique supported by some model-view-controller frameworks, in which 

the programmer may write a specification that describes how the application database may 

be used. The compiler uses this specification to generate code that the application can use to 

create, read, update and delete database entries.

• phpMyAdmin: An open source tool written in PHP intended to handle the administration of 

MySQL with the use of a Web browser.
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• Relational Database: A database that conforms to relational model theory.

• NoSQL Database:  Database  management  systems  that  do  not  use  SQL as  their  query 

language.  These  data  stores  may  not  require  fixed  table  schemas,  usually  avoid  join 

operations, and typically scale horizontally.

• MD5: The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm is a cryptographic hash function that produces a 

128-bit (16-byte) hash value
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12. Annex III. Instructions

The  application  have  some  requirements  to  be  executed  due  to  the  use  of  external 

technologies such as the scripting language or the used database. Here is the list of the requirements 

to execute the application:

Client-side:

• Web browser with Javascript enabled

Server-side:

• PHP 5.1.0 or higher

• MySQL 4.1 or higher

For the realization of this project I used Lampp (Linux version of Xampp). Lampp is a open-

source  web  solution  package  consisting  in  the  Apache  HTTP  server,  MySQL  database  and 

interpreters for scripts written in PHP and PEARL programming languanges. 

The latests version of Lampp (1.7.7) meets all requirements previously mentioned.

Configuration file

The  configuration  file  of  the  application  for  database  connection  and  some  other 

configurable parameters can be found in:

/porfolio/protected/config/main.php
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